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Everyone loves to complain about the food at Gailor.
Sewanee tradition to gag and
ake all sorts of dramatic
whenever the e> ning menu is discussed,
em in terms of what it
describing every food
vill ultimately do to the
Is, was, tastes like, looks like, and
iugh to consume it. The funny
poor wretch who is Ignorant enough

sity,

graphically

thing

that these

is

same people

resembles such delightful

council, is taking steps
to tighten security, especially
in the Bishop's Common, and
to reduce the tendency for
people to scatter waste on the

food they claim
elephant knees and parrot

eat the very
as

it

the food

in

the

last night,"

As he

,akes

li

and helps

places each

tongue and asks the person ne

sure hope

as, "I

we had

tray, he usually juts out his

.

t

to be mistaken for

to him if he has any earthly
The neighbor, a
likes Gailor

"No, but this has got to be the grossest thing
and both head over to the salad bar.

food, will reply
I've

ever seen,"

salad bar offers

Albert Gooch, Director of
Admissions for the University,
backs the banning of disposable

a generous supply of croutons.

containers.
litter

people

How
with

up

a

Isn't

that rather

can flinging an entire meal at fellow students,
you should commisserate rather than

patient because the doctor has

made

sort of like beating

an error.

have a far more positive plan. Next time you are absolutely revolted by Sunday night dinner at Gailor, don't say a
I

word. Smile sweetly, take a large bite of veal, roll back your
eyes, and quietly slip under the table. Perhaps nobody will
notice you, but at least you won't have to take that second
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are far

fraternities

more

likely

Omega
continually
make
not only their own

who

determined to alleviate
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of the
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tuition money must be
used to dispose of litter and to
correct the destruction of vansays
Mr.
Cameron,
dalism,
should be enough impetus to
coerce students into making an
effort to alleviate these problems.
Regardless of the fact
that University students are not
they do
totally
responsible,

officers

of

en-

with

responsibility.

sub-

immediate

The

responsi-

benefit and salary pack-

bility,

age

and security make

travel

the best opportunity avail-

it

today.

able

For more

infor-

mation see John Ohlinger or
Jill

Windle on November 3rd

or 4th at the Placement Office.

however bear the brunt of the
results.

Regen ts Meet

WithS tudents

and examination periods) by The

Sewanee, Tn.!T876.

of the dioceses to recruit prospective
students
for
the

Craig Wilson

The Board of Regents, the
executive body of the Board of
Trustees, breakfasted with the
members of the Student Exective

Committee on Tuesday,

October
Each
himself

about

14.

member
and made

his respective organiza-

or about a subject of
importance to the student
body. There was a brief discussion about making the old
tion

-

gym

available for large parties
that could involve everyone in
the college; the committee
members feel that the street

dances which have been held
are a good means of interaction among all students, but
that an indoor location would
be beneficial also.
It
was

announced that the counseling service for students, initiated this semester, has been
helpful to those who have
of

it,

ALL RIGHTS

Student

university.

The Regents expressed their
enthusiasm about the success
of the Student Capital Funds
Drive.

It

is

their

belief that

this support by the students
indicative of the quality of
academic and social life at
Sewanee, and that this will be
useful in persuading alumni
and other interested parties to
is

introduced
a statement

and

it

is

Trustees
appreciate the student input
received, and they encourage
more students to utilize the
opportunity to express opinions
or
propose
changes.
Communicating with the trustees is an excellent way to voice
and information
is acted upon immediately. The student trustees are
currently traveling to the conventions
Episcopal
of
the
dioceses, with the double aim
of promoting the university
and encouraging the members

a

engin-

Then on

powered

nuclear

to

marines,

pro-

with

start

graduate-level

eering, at full pay.

own

id that the service will
aid student retention.

Photography Editor
Alice Ayers

James Hendricks

and

uates

driven into the walls and
thermostats have been tampered
This may have been
with.
caused by University students
or
by high school students
who frequent the pub on the
Aside from the
weekends.
theft of the cigarette machine
in the Student Post Office, no
damage to the lower level of
the Bishop's Common has been
reported recently.
The fact that the student's

The

Kay Geitgey
Editor

The Navy needs

grounds.

use

Editorial Editor

Business Manager

of damage to expensive
might be
equipment which
caused by students wandering
Several inaround upstairs.

to

of the appearances of their
houses is due partly to the
recent pressure by Dean Sellers,

Judy O'Brien

News

a

is

sure that
properties, but the surrounding
land and roadways are clean.
The fact that fraternities in

C over Photos by

Editor-in-Chief

the

that

Sewanee

and Alpha Tau

Theta

bite.

Ly"

feels

at

contribute to a school that is
ideal in all aspects, including
appearance.
Doug Cameron, Director of
Special Students Services and
the Outing Club, states that
University students are not the
only culprits in the litter problem, but that high school students
and
townspeople
are
equally responsible.
He feels
that the fraternities are beginnig to take part in the effort
to keep the campus clean, and
cites the fact that the Phi Delta

whom

It's

He

problem

trustees

Another thing, ttofr- amazes me are the Gailor Food Fights.
Seemingly sane student*, entertain themselves by throwing
wads of mashed potatoes at each other, all in the name of

attack, improve the food served to us?

real

a

bility

hindrance in regard to
the obtaining of revenues from
the Capita! Funds Drive.
He
recognizes the fact that the

I

absurd?

but

you

major

Everyone complains about Gailor food, yet everyone eats
it and
certainly don't see too many students suffering from
any of the visable sigris of malnutrition.

protesting the quality of the food at Gailor.

it

is

dents pile their bowls with every item, topping each salad with

you a

give

engineer,

give

engineer's responsibility?

the

is

businesses.
The fact that
more costly to sell be
returnable
bottles
in
major objectit

more opportunity for them to discuss
the nauseating fare at Gailor. The lettuce is brown, the cucumbers are soggy, the celery is decayed, and the tomatoes
arrived in a can marked "C.S.D.A. approved." But both stu-

The

measure

recent employment of a second
clean-up man and the acquisition of a truck for the specific
patrolling
the
purpose
of
grounds in search of litter.
In addition, the town council
almost unanimously approved a
bill to ban the sale of beverages in disposable containers in
Sewanee.
This proposal was
agreed upon by Shenanigans,
but was rejected by both the
Sewanee Market and the University Market, as well as Tom
Yates, owner of the beverage
machine concession, all of whom
feel that this would hurt their

self to every dish in the line.

what happened on the pi
someone who

idea

such

i

could have sworn

"I

<

hi

item on h

says

that

how many

gineering or hard science back-

One such

i

the cook feels better now,"
that

job

domain

droppings.

Once the student

campus, the Univercooperation with the

town

are willing to stand in line for

forty-five minutes in order

in

Engineer

Many companies can

declined since last
However, he is advising students
to lock the offices on the third
floor when they leave at night,
in an effort to reduce the possi-

has

It's

retching gestures

Job As

Engineer

Should Let You Be

contribute to the university's
funds drive. The Regents also
wished to convey to the stu-

dent body that they are interested in every facet of student
life,

including
fraternities,
housing, and health

The

Student
Executive
is composed of the
of
the
Student
Assembly, Brent Minor, Larry
Williams, and MaryCobk, the
head of the Order of Gownsmen, Lindsey Coates, the head
of the Student Discipline Committee,
Tom Edwards, the
head of the Honor Council,
Kevin Reed, Student Trustees
Caroline
Hopper and Chip
Manning, and the head of the

Committee
officers

Ex
Judy O'Brien.
members include the
of the Interfraternity
Council, Philip Dunklin, head
proctors Norman Allen and
Mary Hughes Frye, and the
head of the Women's InterJoanna
dormitory
Council,

Purple,
officio

head

Fitts.

The Board of Regents convenes again in February and at
the end of April.
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t
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L/MIT
Richard Tillinghast returned
his newest

by Robert Meri

ethei

Sewanee to read

Lecture

sity

explain
sence of Setrying
to
what
that's
horrendous phr;
a
ollege friends.
for) to a group of you
ramble
on about coats, ties, skirts, volunteer
games,
and
of
course,
party
football
cocktail
firemen,
The apparel
the kilts and capes of the drinking clubs.
and
Wellingtons catches everyone's
Highlanders
of
the
eye.
Subtly, the groups are woven into the very fabric
However, these two organizaof
our University life.
societies, the Black
tions together with two less visible
Ribbon Society and Los Peones, have recently come
They have been
under fire from the Administration.
which
four cases ininitiations
in
all
forbidden to hold

So you're
wanee" (what

on

Tillinghast, a
October 20.
Sewanee graduate, was a mem-

ber

of

and

is

they

the faculty last year
currently teaching at

Harvard.

"Sewanee in Ruins" is a
long poem in five parts about
Tilthe history of Sewanee.
linghast began the poem in
February while teaching here.
He chose the history of Sewanee as a subject "because,
covers a relatively
since
it
short period of time, from
1850 to the present, and
since Sewanee is so small,
Also,
is
easy to master.
it
Sewanee's history is very interesting,

and

"I

reflects

it

well,"

so

history

for
It

volve

The
a

me

out
read

to

tetter

to
it

here.

of

certain

a

Dean

these clubs
1977, the
each year with the same basic message:

Dean Seiters
Purple.
He says,
dent would support
has

Seiters,
has
deplores them.
have received
a

it

Capital

unds Dr ive

F

elaborated

on

this

position

by Jim Morris
With less than three weeks
remaining, the Capital Funds
Drive has received 49% of last
for

the

"I can't believe that any rational stusuch a practice or believe that it is
Giving his
the best interests of the community."
"I'm not talking about
thoughts an even firmer thrust:
the use or even normal abuse of alcohol... to give a
lethal
dose of alcohol.. .is just not an acceptable human

is so
Tillinghast

students

also

by

period of time. This practice is
not only offensive to our sense of social
propriety, but it also poses a threat of severe
physical and mental trauma to initiates.
Indeed, there are instances where such rites
have resulted in the death of an initiate."

in

he

Sewanee to his
taught
a
Harvard s udents. "The major
difference is that my students
at Harvard work harder... If I
Sewanee again, I
taught a
would giv e my students more

He

regurgitation

practices:

in a short

This community
the

and

represented

these
heads of
of

University views as unacceptable and
any initiation which involves the
consumption of a large amount of alcohol

enjoyed being here
After
very much.
other parts of the

friendly," he said.

view

forbids

country
back.

consumption

administration,

cm HAVE
TH IS

Yoo

"The

hear

Tillinghast taught creative
writing an d several other Engcour es at Sewanee last
lish

year

the

clear-cut

Since

Southern

was written for the Sewanee

last

•

Tillinghast

was pleased that so many

people turned
the poem

ask

You

Seiters'

are

fears

based

on

his

acquaintance

year's pledges.
Part
of a major drive
Vice-Chancellor
started
by

period of five years, the Capital
Funds Drive was initiated last
spring by four students, three
of whom graduated and one

with

noted that

t

Never Forget...

students

who

be

will

percentages of
gave in each class
of school
should act as

indicative

support,

and

According to Hopper, the
has brought the school
She is pleased

Drive

closer together.

the student interest, although at first, she and the
other three students responsi-

with

ble for initiating the drive were
skeptical.

Some
Student tuition doesn't pay
half
of an education,
so money is greatly needed
in the areas of better housing,
faculty salaries, and general
development of the school.
The goal of the Capital Funds
Drive is
to have 80% of the
for

You'll

the

released,

Ayres and the Board of Regents with the goal of raising
,.. 11.
dolto
30

other cases of this sort, as well as the local medical proThere are, he says,
fessional's opinion of the practice.
similar initiation rites which have resulted in the death

students a Harvard come from
a wider r ange of backgrounds
than Sewanee students do.

than actual monetary figures,"
Hopper, "is that
explained
once the statistics have been

student
body
donations. Between 60
have pledged, but
have met these

University's

make
and
only

65%
49%

were

students

not

contacted last year, and until
weeks are over,
the three
anyone wishing to contribute,

and

the percentages
Caroline
contact

increase

should

Hopper or the Development
Office.
Hopper expressed a
great deal of appreciation for
the "student canvassers" who
and
the
pledges,
collected
for the students
donations.

who made

Sewanee Academy

also par-

cipated in the Capital Funds

pledge;

"The
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JAY

WEINBERG:

Career Services

LIVING PROOF

YOUR
COUNT

CONTRIBUTIONS
>

do

after gradu-

.omebody'a offer

when
I

I

work,

graduate, and after that it will depend on
how bright I am, and the breaks I get. "

how hard

Barbara Hall

11:00 a.m.
sign

You may

well be able to fall into something but, with
shrinking opportunities for the college-trained, how rewarding it will be at the start-how far you go from thereand how satisfied you'll be with what you're doing-will
depend on more than brains, brawn and breaks. It will
also depend on how the job fits you, your aptitudes, inphysical capacities, your need for security freedom,

up

in

on Saturday, November 15 (a study day), at
the Torian Room of duPont Library. Please
if you wish to partici-

in the Career Services Office

The

lable.

internships arc offered for
enter graduate school.
a month, depending

renge from $1000 to $u
level of academ
xperience. Candidates mus

'

;,

i

liscipline,

procedures by Jan
teed to begin using

I

on graduate schools and
is available if you want it.
Drop by in the next
and see what the Career Services Office has-

If
lilt.

are located

yo

Teaching.

look

at.

The Career

Services Office

now

file data from the Chambers of Commerce of the 30
which the majority of our graduates have chosen to
and work. This information includes job market statistics,

cities in

housing, cost of living figures, public transportation, cultural
offerings. Come by and take a look.

and educational

Information or
Fellowships anc

National Science Foundation Graduate
Minority Graduate Fellowships for 1981
Career Services Office. The closing
date for applications is November 26,1980,
National Science Foundation Fellowships are awarded
for study or work leading to a master's or doctoral degree in
mathematical, physical, biological, engineering i
i the history and philosophy of science.
Anyone interested should <
s by the office immediately
is

now

These days, Jay
Weinberg's most

uld

|

has on
live

:

and are seeking counselors for summer sessions of ISisi
For applications and more information, write to Mr Frank
Bell, Jr., Camp Mondamin, Tuxedo, North Carolina 28784
Mr. Bell will also be on campus to talk with interested students during the early part of second semester.

i

available

"

difficult battles take

place on the tennis
court. Five years

ago, he

i

had a

different kind of
portunities with independent schools.
will be general in nat

The

fight on his hands:

freshman, sophomore,
plore the possibilities c

against one of-the

Career Services Calandar

cancer. Cancer

November

November
November

November
Career

you

are interested in a teaching career in
an independent school and would like to learn more about
the opportunities available, the academic requirements,
be sure to set aside the evening of November 12. At 7:00
the Torian Room of duPont Library, the
If

Wake

6:

Forest

Law

research and

School

Interviews

treatment have

Air Force Recruitment

made Jay's kind of

Career Opportunities with the Federal
Government, Mr. James Joseph, Undersecretary of the Interior 1:30 to 3:00,
Career Services Office,

people.

7:
7:

toughest forms of

10:

Travelers Insurance

recovery possible for

almost 2 million

Which

means that your
donations have
helped buy Jay

Company, Hartford,

Servic

Weinberg a very
beautiful

College in Boston, through their Center for the Study of
Children's Literature, offers a year of graduate study leading to a Master of Arts in Children's Literature for those
seeking involvement in teaching, library work, editing, publishing

and

I

November

Center for Paralegal Trai

his

12:

affiliated schools.

Torian
>:

Room

CANCER
CAN BE BEAT.

of duPont Libra

Resume' Writing Workshop',

gift:

life.

11:1

American
Cancer Society

MASSAGE

1-24

J

%

LADY STAFF

HEALTH CENTER

ACCESS RD. MONTEAGLE-SEWANEE EXIT
Ask for lady of Your Choice

COWAN CAFE
PLATE LUNCHES
BBQ ANYTIME

HOMECOOKED MEALS
- 4:00 P.M.

5:30 A.M.

OPEN

24

HOURS

PH. 615-924-9992

Matador Steak Room
Decherd Blvd

Theta Kappa Phi
Annual Disco Party

—Dance Contest
All the

you can

"YOUR FRIENDLY HARDWARE STORE-

NEW

30 ITEM

COWAN, TENNESSEE 37318

—Prizes

—And

B&G Supply Store

Friday night,
14.

SALAD B

You Can

Eat
including Salad Bar

Brew

drink, $2.00

November

All

Many Good Buys

One Week Only

Buffet

S2.45
-I

discountinued items. in remainders
and
at the

University Supply Store

Noon

1:00am- lO.UOnn

-4:00pm
Tel.

967-4535

-

I

I

:00pm
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What Hath
Hitch Wrought

Prom Night
by Dr. Frank

Prom

Miller

up

Owl

Night, the SUT's

for October 10 and 11,
opens with shots of a. desert-

Flick

school

ed

camera

is

know

Bad

supposed

it's

The

film

is

an

takes true
grit to endure hours of dinemattc idiocy in the search
Yet, thf
for true putresence.

be

to

definitely

are

films

acquired

The
placed low, so you
building.

threatening.

e bird that only turns
every few years.

also

It

taste.

bad film

taste

for

had

"worst

growing

is

over-exposed
flooded
with
sunlight so you can be pretty
sure that this is a flashback
to the pseude-poetic days of
childhood. Sure enough, as the
ominous background music
builds
up steam you' can
hear children's voices chanting

thus allowing herds of screaming fans to revel in the absurdity
Reed and Raquel
of Rex
Welch as a before and after
ad for transsexual surgery -in
Myra Breckenridge (1970), all-

"The

American

larget

,

coming to get
coming to
you!
get you!" Then you're inside
the building looking down on
killer's

The

a

prepare

and

for

as

you know

As they move about, looking

new

audience, as if in anticipation
of the blood bath to come.
When the first murder finally
takes place and the film cuts
from victim number one to a
close
overhead shot of a
punch bowl filled with, you
guessed it, red punch, the audience howls with laughter. The
film also has two deliciously
bad red herrings: an escaped

mental patient (who serves as
an excuse for tightjawed con-

and an idiot school
groundskeeper who appears to
have stepped right out of
National Lampoon's Nerd posrenia")

when

another psycho-revin the genre of
Halloween
and Friday the
Thirteenth. In this one the setting is a high school and ail of
film

enge

is

thriller

the victims are students.
It's
hard to know where to begin in
describing a film this bad.
There's the casting.
Most of
the players are supposed to be
high school seniors.
Now,

after
the
tension
has
long
ebbed.
By the time someone
does get it, a little girl who
disturbs the game and is taunted
by the othe

that,

ctly

film's

gratuitous sex and violence
scenes, the producers could not
have used real teenagers. But
couldn't they have at least

Ym.
wonderful world of

found

people

A

cursery perusal of the
reviews in Variety or
the daily paper of any large
would suggest that bad
city
movies are a dime a dozen.
That is not the case, however.
The truly bad film, the worst
of the worst, the classic turkey

who

looked

Number Four

Victim

don't need
exist to be
alone in the

character

(these

The

broken windows, rusty sinks,
The
and littered hallways.
sequence seems to go on forever,

film

glass are virtually

SOC

?

names; they only

knocked

off)

is

A door
opens behind her, the entrant
hidden from view (another
ill
omen) and Victim Number
Four asks her unseen visitor,
"Hey, do you have any mascara?" just before the visitor
starts chasing her through the
school's halls with an axe.
is
almost
Such
ineptitude
many ways
endearing.
In
film is more fun than
this
many a merely middling effort.
You can't wait to see what the
will do wrong next.
Everybody has his or her

film don't just look old, they

look wasted.

Then there's the symbolism,
During the
symbolism.
second half of the film almost
every scene opens with some
implication of violence. Hedgeyes,

make a stong
The worst I've

that would

weep.

is Plan Nine from
Space (1958), an inter

seen

garbage

critic

ever

Outer
stellar

and

stones,

from

cardboard tomb-

lids,

fruity narrator

a

outer

space

toring our every

are

moni-

move and

are

even watching the movie with
us (and God help us if that's

"MUNCHIES * KEG BEER AVAILABLE
"SCHOOL SUPPLIES 'KITCHEN ITEMS
"DIETETIC FOODS "CHECKS CASHED

Second

true).
trio

in

the terrible
(1975),

Lisztomania

is

one of Ken Russel's (Women

Hub Hawkins

says, "This

The more you shop

is

here, the

your

store.

more you

in

MONDAY THROUGH SATURDAY
til

Tommy)

less prestig-

extravaganzas.

Daltrey

UNIVERSITY CHARGE CARD WELCOMED!!
7 A.M.

Love,

ious
Liszt

save.

We are here for the students' needs.
if we don't have it, we will get it for you!"

is

played
of The

by

Franz
Roger

Who

as

a

combination teen idol and sex
who
lederhesen
machine in
destroy Richard
returns to
Wagner, depicted as a cross
between Dracula and Adolph
Along the way there
Hitler.
are several caricatures of other
composers, Ringo Sarr as the
Pope, and enough sexual fantasies to fill several volumes of

9 P.M.

e

j

After successfully making

Thrower

way through

our
afternoon of

Midterm Break,
Wood's Lab, still

my

Physics.
ingly

I

was

in

slaving over
stared

The clock

down

1:30"
that
the S.O.C. Whitewater
trip was scheduled to leave.
fumbled over my lab, anI
xious to begin the weekend.
Finally I was free. I ran out
of Wood's Lab, jumped on my
big

bike, grabbed some last minute
stuff
from the dorm, and
rushed to meet the others,
wondering if they had perhaps left me. But of course,
there they were, still packing
the familiar blue SOC van.

dressed

our outdoor's best.

in

Doug Cameron pulled out his
harmonica,
Rob
Lundine
strummed

his

guitar,

the rest

River

The whole mess

Kraft-Ebbing.

North Carolina

in

few more

a

miles of rapids, and beginning
to prove our worth as canoers,
we were over for a second
time.
"Why don't you just
swim down the river?" came a
call from a fellow boater. I
laughed, but this time I'd
learned something: to remain

and

alert

not

lapse

into

a

casual attitude.

big

l'he

question

of

the

day for Harriet and me was
whether we would do the
falls

the end.

at

How

could
we face people with the answer that yes, we canoed the
Nantahala River, but no, we
chickened out when it came
to the falls?
After scouting

them from the

riverbank, howthat the falls

we decided

ever,

would have to wait until
Sunday; by that time we'd be

late

night,
we staked
along the water's edge.
All of us anticipated the next

Thursday

camp
day's

run but Davis
Graham and Scott Hudspeth
couldn't wait that long. They
river

jumped

into wet suits and went
"yackin" by crisp, October
moonlight.
Their hoops and
hollers filled the quiet evening as they played in the
white water froth.

My

favorites
favorite turkeys.
are a stomach-churning trio

grave robber's epic replete with
flying saucers that look like

University Market

by

On Thursday

layer to her make-up.

filmmakers

The

River Trip

and broken
thrown at the

Conand

The
Daisy

With Prom Night there is a
aspirant to the pantheon

the
tracks slowly past images of
pristine children hiding among
is a rare bird that only turns
tracks slowly past images of
pristine children hiding among
pl.M

the

in

scissors,

as

Violet Hilton, real-life Siamese
twins, in Chained for Life
(1959), and Bette Davis as
"a twelve-o-clock woman in a
ten-o-clock town" in Beyond
the Forest (1949).

they
a game of hide
With all those

seek.
crazy camera angles

festivals,

Wayne

John

Genghis Khan
querer
(1955),

killer's

group of children

film

clippers,

The

greyness of the next

could not dampen
everyone's enthusiasm. Climbing into a wetsuit for the first
time, I felt like a pro. Even
if I had been canoeing only one
other time in my life, I was
ready for the river. From our
starting point, the first part
was fairly mild Whitewater. We
practiced "ferrying" and "eddy
Doug Cameron chose
turns."
these "eddies" to give advice or
warning about the next set
of rapids and review the rawe had just passed
pids
through.

morning

Just when I had convinced
myself that everything was
under control and that I

would successfully avoid plunging into the 45 degree water
during the entire weekend,
my tandum partner, Harriet
Dupree, and I made a splashing

My

immediate, involuntary fear was unnecessary, for
directions were yelled to us
and gallant kyackers paddled
I remembered
to our rescue.
spill.

to keep
floating

my

feet

South Carolina. And,
since

I

had... uh... yes,

well,

believe

or not, left my brand new
S.O.C. wetsuit at the Nantahala
I took the opportunity to do
some studying and booking
on a beach on the banks of
the River.
it

Sunday proved to be a gorgeous autumn day.
We felt
grateful for the warm sun on
our backs, almost persuading
us to believe it was summertime again. (Our first en-

Harriet and I decided to switch
paddling partners in an effort
to avoid a repeat of Friday's
episodes. We were
running late, for the dam
that controls the river had

swimming

been closed.

just

Although

it

would be a couple of hours
before the effects caught up
with us, it was a race against
the flow unless we wanted
to end the day carrying the
boats on our backs.
This
added a touch of imminent
adventure
to
our
second
Nantahala run.

Whatever
success
tried,

the degree
achieved in what

"Eddy

albeit

of

we

turns,"

wave," kyacks
attempting "pop ups" or perfecting
"eskimo roll,"
that
we were having a blast just
"riding

the

being outdoors,

in

boats,

on

downstream,

on my back, but

I

that cold water
travel the length of my wetsuit.
Wistful thinking told me that
one dramatic spill for the

could
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feel

my
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don't need to do

it

again."
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ittoooooooooooooooooooooooe

The Vanderbilt Symposium
the occasion of the

held on

25th Anniversary of the formation of the "Agrarian" writers'
group was attended by two
The lighter
Purple reporters.
is
side of their experience
The next issue
related below.
of The Purple will feature
a "legitimate" treatment of the

by Robert Meriwethei

The writer of the following
article and the staff of The
Purple disclaim any knowledge
of the following people and
events, which are probably ficanyway.

titious

On
Jimmy

road again..., the
Buffet tape had ejected
at the end of its last track and
Willie Nelson began to gravel
out that peculiarly appropriate

miles,
and a

Here

the

couple

a

hours
Sewanee.
and

of

whole world t
1
was alone,

late,

nounced shimmy a anything
over 50 miles an ho ur. Okay,
maybe I ought
muself.
One night at dinner
Jamie Coleman anc I votunt

Vcmderbilt or Bust
night is more in keeping with
the tone of this essay.
After minding my manners
to Lytle, Cleanth Brooks, and
the few other sym posers (that
can't be right, but what else
can you call someone who
participates in a symposium?)
that I knew, I went back to

Nashville for
The Purpie. "Seems reasonable-,
right?
Miss a little class, see
a few Vanderbilt friends, drink
a little beer, drink a little
wine, drink a little liquor, and
no doubt, hear some interesting papers on the Agrarians and
I'll Take My Stand.
in

will fall

down

the stairs at the

end and be forced to go mix
another gin and tonic.
Sure I made it to the next
mornings lectures!
Caffeine
and milk puts anyone on
track and the necessity of
taking
massive
notes
(I
couldn't find Jamie anywhere)
neatly relegated the little man
a
trip
hammer to a

with
back

corner of my skull
just
behind my right ear.
(Oops,
intellectualisms
just
keep creeping in.)

Halloween night. This was
the night to be at Vanderbilt.
cheese party followed the symposium. Never
could wade through the crowd

Wine and

The Pub
didn't.

have

closed. Mini-Marts

Mini-Mart

absolutely
I

mean

personnel

no sense of
was obvious

it

we were going to buy that
-pizza— and—you—can't -tell-me
that

end the last three Agrarians
were stationed next to the
door so in the interest of
scholarship

1

stayed

left only to find that our
car (fortunately I had gotten

-a—-ride).

.

had -been —towed.

he allowed

left

the wheel could fall off.
But I did make it to Nashand after tooling around

ok...

stopped

section of

and gas

stations,
store

at a friendly

for directions.

They

also had
giveaway prices,

bourbon for
and I had Jamie's and
pense checks,
I

my

ex-

sc

pulled int

parking

of

slot in front

went up to the
went back to the

eigth floor,
car to find

and walked in on a
naked Carter Coleman
Jamie's brother) and a
Korean
named
Horim
Yi
fifth

floor

half
(yes,

The Stones' Emotional Rescue rippled the wall
hangings while we shared a
small tissue restorative, bour(honest).

bon

is

moved out

and

flavor,

smartly

a

little

light-head-

That afternoon's lectures
were chaired by some bald,
bearded fellow whose paper
'interesting, full

of insight,

He

But, enough of this scholarly
interpretation. That belongs in
another
article.
Thursday

and head firmly past the pay
as -you -leave gate without paying.

a

Surely the police have
sense of humour
Mini-Mart official!

better

than

the

"Surely," you ask, "I went
to a costume party?"
Of
course!
A bit of make-up
(theatre people remember), a
tee-shirt, borrowed leather jacket, and you're in business
as a punk-rocker.
No sweat,
except for the drive over there
in "my" car this time (Jamie's
car I'm happy to say) I recall,
dimly, a preppy young girl,
fair -isle
sweater, Izod pants,
10 gold chains, terminal snobbery and simpering comments:
this is a wild party. Yes

we

are weird, and yes, we
drama folks do have fun." (If
she'd only lisped it would
have been perfect and perfectly
revolting.)
Poor girl.
cute
party, yes.
A fun party, alright:-"Butr a wild-party?- No".

taste
gatoring,

of rafter-hanging,
screaming,
beer

throwing,

mindbending Sewould probably

wanee
cause

life

her

carefully

painted

mask of make-up to shatter
a punched out KA winFortunately, it picked
dow.
up steam a little later on. I
like,

think Miss Prep

left.

morning

Saturday

was

tougher.
Monty Python was
still shouting British obscenities from the record player -

something about

selling a

dead

parrot.
Caffeine and milk
had to be supplemented by the
sugar in two Fanta orange
drinks and a cup of tea before
I
could shuffle to the bathroom and disrobe my teeth of
furry sweatshirts
the little,
tney had -donned overnight.

Shower, shave, Visine, a piece
of toast, and let the Agrarians
do what they would, I could
it
from a seat on the
front row, my reward for
rising
at
such
an
unholy
cover

Having had my fill of
and Nashville, too,
that
matter,
I
turned
toward home, groped for a
tape, and began to organize

Wendy's
for

and separate in my mind the
inanity from the sane during

A

it

.

that,

ville,

I

get ahead of myself slightly,
the driver of the impounded
car was convinced to stride
firmly into the police lot,

One

•ach to ha

he was going to fix his
car over Thanksgiving, but if
I
really hauled ass down the

railroad tracks

costumed
Those drinks (I
won't say where they're available, I want to keep it secret)
will curl your toenails, uncurl
your leg-hairs, heat up your
blood, and set your brain
adrift from its moorings.
To

The Head' Quarters

well,

some God-forsaken

become

Ilecause you're worth

one o'clock.
Just my luck
But, no problem, he lent me
his car.
However, ten minutes
I

nearby

We

Coleman, of course, had
been
sand-bagged
with
a
Shakespeare test Thursday at

before

Nothing to do but' go to happy
hour and watch the costumed
drinkers
drunkerds.

"Yes

humour.

Symposium

Jamie was nowhere

Morgan.

to be found.
The hell with Jamie. I -left
couple
of Vandy
with
a
people to watch them practice
a Brecht play.
understood
I
the major product in the staff
soda machine was a new light
soft drink called Budweiser.
Soon finished, (that's the play
not the beer in the machine)
Jamie came in at about ten and
decided he was far too tired
to do anything but head for
his
grandmother's house to
sack out. Fine. We all went
to the Pub.
(Yep, they've
got one too.) Two hours later
it
dimly occurred to me that
the last meal I'd had was one
of Will's sandwiches at the
Deli-Bar.
No matter. The
children in London lived on
beer after the blight, right?

frozen pizzas aren't an invitaTwo
tion to play frisbee.
bottles of tonic water and a
slightly battered pizza later, we
piled into a fast, tow, green
vehicle and accelerated (braking wastes gas) back to the
'"trm. Oh, by the way, if you
run halfway down the length
of the Morgan dormitory hall,
slide the rest of the way, you

THE NATIONAL CENTER FOR
PARALEGAL TRAINING
3376 Peachtree Rd., NE
Atlanta, Ga. 30326
404/266-1060
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Brecht Play

Opens
The Purple Masque opens
its 1980-81 season tonight with
"Brecht on Brecht," to be performed in Guerry Auditorium

November

6, 7

and

8.

"Brecht on Brecht"

is

a col-

lection of material from Bertolt Brecht's works, compiled
1967.
in
A series of short

readings

presented

be

will

the German dramawritings from the '20s
through the '50s. The various
subjects include war and poli-

spanning
tist's

tics (Brecht fled from
during Hitler's rise

Germany
),

the artist's percept;
rid relation-

with
is

Frank

Miller's first

at Sewanee, who joined
the faculty of the college as the
sole, full-time instructor in the
Department of Speech and
Theatre. Originally from Philadelphia, Miller completed his

show

undergraduate studies at Temple University, and earned both

MFA

in

Directing and his

David Landon, John
Lowrance, Steven Raulston,
Rupert,
and Elaine
Susan
DirAssistant
Schumaker.
The
ector is Pamela Good.
music is under the direction of
Other crew
Steven Shrader.
members include Vic Johnson

christ,

(Stage Manager), Mary Quietzsch (graphic arts) and Polly

and
Barclay
(costumes).

The

The present cast is
composed of a selection from
that small group who demonstrated an interest in contributing their time and effort to
a Purple Masque production
Nevertheless,
this semester.
Miller states he is "excited"

about the Brecht and impressed with the talents of the cast.
Brecht holds an endearing
position as an innovator in the

dramatic

arts,

frims "it's

fromed on

Columbus.

The
from

cast,

which

students,

is

drawn

faculty

and

community members, consists
of:
Jumana Ateyeh, John
Buck, Nancy Cole, Gilbert Gil

Groten

larger cast.

informal
in

Betsy

de.

collection
Brecht
reached after auditions attracted too few people to attempt
the play intended, which had a
this

and Miller

af-

good theatre." The
dialogues are pera very somple set,

allowing an intimacy which
could provide an entertaining
experience. There is no ad-

Scenes from 'Brecht
on Brecht

All Brecht Photos

-

Alice Ayeis

1

November
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He Stood

money, and the

History, lack of
his

to

And Something
Happened

Up...

on November

difficulties in delivering

with

win

landslide

a

Ronald

for

Reagan,

experts had pointed out

realities that

single electoral vote.

the

On
speak.
a

This seems to be a rather poor showing for
fared better in

consistently

there was a point

when

Indeed,

American people
was certain "he had a

a majority of the

were willing to vote for Anderson

if it

But of course, as history has always held, most of

chance."

support

the

candidate

a

the polls.

that

third-force

erodes by Election Day.

Democrat or

candidates

enjoy,

usually

Most people end up voting for a

a Republican, because they don't

want

to vote

for a loser.
ase,

have crankei

with

out,

it

the hype that the major

all

became

clear that

Anderson

election night,

Reagan seemed

campaign

rough

Carter, a

of

man who was

I

heard

tired

my

three of the candidates

all

known

never

and

attacks

mudslinging.

handle defeat very

to

bowed out
all the three, John Anderson exhibited
amount of enthusiasm and fullness of spirit.
He exclaimed to a cheering crowd: "Of course I'm
hope you can judge from my demeanor
disappointed, but
am neither bruised in mind nor in spirit. ..the task
that
remains...
will continue my campaign to awaken America,
choked

nevertheless

well,

back

tears

and

But of

gracefully.

I

Co
deld

""robl'm"

So
Well

ofthe

*•»

sile

no

-luallv.

I

I

and hope you'll join me."
That night was a celebration,

z£

a victory that revealed to

John Anderson

triumph of

ideas.

Indeed, as the

the candidates walked away from

1

is

TL.Z

gn
uTd
ies

such a cynic as myself, that beyond gutter politics, beyond
the defeat of great individuals, there

(pi

the the ultimate

980 election ended, and
out of all them saw

it,

I

the winner.

by Ben Smith
provided for study, as the library is
and piano players
welcome to follow their

Talkers, laughers,

would bring the Russians to our doorstep.

Carter

d

"I , ££'£> nge

to^ente

the greatest

almost solely on the faults of his opponent. On the one
hand, enough voters had been convinced that Ronald
Reagan's election would invariably lead us into a nuclear
holocaust, while others were saying that four more years of

As

I

who

although

and quite aged, the survivor of

verbal

didn't have
chance after all.
Carter was busy
making Reagan the ssue, and Reagan was busy making
Carter the issue. Each man, in turn, justified his election
really

Jimmy

decision, but

I

In this particular
parties

letter/

came

Instead, his total share of the popular

vote turned out to be a mere seven percent.

who had

my

regret

voted for the candidate

I

of thinking, and

1980

political

along, finally

all

a single state,

my

represented

he didn't win a

Anderson did not carry

true.

would

5th,

n

message were the three fates that finally brought an end
John Anderson's bid for the presidency. On Tuesday,

6,

are

most of the strong pro-Anderson support was
simply out-weighed by the stronger anti- Reagan and antia result,

apposed

to

be

studyir

Carter sentiments, and over half of the voters ended up

"holding their noses"as they cast their ballots.

Had John Anderson been

able to spend as much (15
times more) as the Reagan and Carter campaigns, it might
have been a different election. But of course, that's all in
the past as they say. Still, we must g ve credit to him for

running

a

most impressive campaign.

beginning thee odds were against
qualify for a significant
his staff petitioned

on the

ballot in

all

hirr

number of

First of all, in the

that he

would even

However,
and overturned c urt cases to get him
Also,

fifty states.

would ever take part

in

a

sta te ballots'.

it

was doubted that he

presiden tial

debated once with Reagan, and wor
many people thought he. would never

debate,

but

Along with
ie

he

that.

able to finance his

campaign, but the F.E.C. ruled to allc w him to qualify for
federal matching funds, and thus his major financial

problems were solved.

Finally, crit cs charged that his

campaign was nothing more than an ego trip, and yet he
drew up a 317 page platform filled with proposals that even
David Broder of the Washington Post called, "the most innovative set of policy

making ideas" to be presented

in this

election.

For those of us

who supported his campaign, John
Anderson revived what would have otherwise been a rather
pathetic election year. Many of us were dismayed with
the
choice between what we considered to be an ineffectual

ting

(poorly

attended

President

and an old-style "cake and circircuses" actor
politician. To us, their talk of big tax-cuts,
and expensive
weapons programs were simply some more of the same old
populist jargon we've always heard.

hear

candidate

a

nation's

problems,

Throughout

this

start

and

talking

John

Instead,

we wanted

realistically

about

Anderson did

just

to

this

that.

campaign, he displayed a

far better underof the inter-connections between
the central
His emphasis on restraint in foreign
policy, frugality

standing
issues.

economic

in

we

affairs at

home, and

social liberalism

was what

considered to be truly representative
of the mainstream.
all. he offered a truly
positive alternative

Most of

Of course, the time

for reflecting

on

this election

is

over,

now our immediate concern is how
to deal with a
Reagan administration and a new
Congress. But before
close,
would like to point out that after
casting my vote
for Anderson
feel really great about it.
Many people said
I

I

I

lensils,

The

S even

Per centSolution

and

stays

(llued

by

November

6,
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Reagan and a
The

election of

1980 was a

New Government

significant event in the history

of this
nation,
The overwhelming victory or Ronald Reagan and the
significant gains registered by the Republican Party in the Congress
mark a dnmi.it n h.mnn- m sin- .ittitudesof the American people toward
the problems of modem society. Since the election of 1932, an era
in which every plank of the 1928 Socialist Party platform was completely or partially fulfilled, Americans have turned to the government to
solve their problems. It was an era of high hopes and aspiration for the
progress of mankind.
But we found, in our pursuit of prosperity for
all Americans, declining opportunities for the disadvantaged in securing
a permanent future free from government control and dependence
the result. We have found that governmental control over our economic freedom, which i> tin- nimlnnvnt.il kisis for all of our political liberties, hits pust-d
(l.ingcrr)us threat to our free society.
Americans, as expressed by the polls on Tuesday, have reaffirmed
the values and beliefs upon which our nation was founded.
In
combination with campassion for the unfortunate groups of our
society, Americans desire to reinstate free enterprise as the foundation
of innovation, progress, and a rising standard of livin g.
In 1980,
Americans have accepted the rale thrust upon them as the only nation
that can provide a lasting peace.
Strength and influence around the
world will be America's deterrent and answer to aggression and ty>

.i

congratulate
for the

responsible

THE

js Of

Shot dog.

LEAS
Reagan faces awesome challenges in achieving the goals set forth
by the American people. A complete rebuilding and rejuvenation of
the American' economy will be the foremost aim of the Reagan administration.
Drawing upon a unified party and many bipartisan and experience advisors, the Reagan administration will seek to impress its
ideology upon all levels and departments of government. A rational
administration of manetary policy, an overhaul of governmental regulation consistent with economic growth, a reduction in needless bureacracy such as the Department of Education, and a reduction in needless
governmental spending accompanied by reductions ins the tax burden

of.

i

be the consistent policy objectives of the Reagan administration.
will be strengthened to the point of
discouraging aggression and providing an equal basis for a real reduction
in nuclear arms between the super-powers
will

More importantly, our defenses

Ronald Reagan unlike Jimmy Carter four years ago, brings to
Washington a philosohpy of government. His history of pragmatism
will serve him well in achieveing many of the objectives and goals
to which this coutry has committed itself. The future course of American politics will depend on the success of the Reagan administratioa
A considerable amount of success could very well issue in a new era
of conservatism, an approach to problems commensurate with a free
society and government by the people, for the people.

i on time. Why? Because
ibout 726 people who told
they'd do wch end such by
thursday and I'm still sitting

by Robert L. Crewdson

Playing With

Regardless of who wins the Presidential election cms year,
the United States will have to reckon with a devastating war
waiting to happen in South Africa. The peaceful evolution in
South Africa to a functioning democracy must be aided in
every way by the U.S.
A successful evolution cannot be rapid. It is common
knowledge that South Africa's apartheid government is based
on a priviledged white minority that enjoys a disproportionBut the black majority
ate share of the country's earnings.
has standards of living, nutrition, and education higher than
South Africa's Security
virtually any other African nation.
Forces make it one of the safest nations, for blacks or
And the South African governwhites, on the continent.
ment, while it is elected by a minority, is an ELECTED
government, and power changes hands peacefully between
Even the most partisan observer of
parties and candidates.
African politics must concede that no other African nation
can claim such a political record.
So, despite UPI and AP reports depicting riots, repression,
and racism, the government of South Africa isn't ALL bad.
But we, as Americans, cannot accept a society which consciously and legally discriminates by the color of man's skin.
The South Africans are nice people, they go to church, they
have elections, they're very good partners in business... but
The apartheid system is
hell, they might as well own slaves!

repugnant to most Americans.

The most pressing reason for the U.S. to help end apartheid
purely selfish:
our own security. South African blacks
deeply resent apartheid, and with Socialist oriented countries
like Zimbabwe and Mozambique surrounding it, it is likely
that a bloody, anti-West revolution will one day sweep across
the country. South Africa is crucial to the industrial nations
of the West because of its gold, diamonds, minerals, and its
location overlooking the shipping lanes between the Indian
and Atlantic oceans. If such a revolution takes place, South
Africa would probably fall under Soviet influei
blind, nor is it
But the So
is

xploit the country's
"let's
with an attitude of
the X
wealth for as long as possible, then hi
The Afrikaners have lived in South Africa for
the blacks."
centuries; unlike the European colonialists of the past, the
Afrikaners want their children and their grandchildren to live
in a peaceful, prosperous, and free South Africa.
The government knows that they cannot quell the racial
unrest by repressing it. They are removing apartheid bit by bit,
until all South Africans, black and white, can vote for their
leaders on an equal basis. The process seems agonizingly slow
to Americans, but look at the record for the past four years:
South Africa has named to Parliament five black homelands
whose tribal leaders have political access, and next year
"colored" people (mostly former Asians) will have direct
Pariamentary representation. True, these changes are not even
half a loaf for black South Africans, but they do indicate that

working

nd taking up

Towards

Policy

U.S.

Fire

i

South
the government
cratic svstem.

is

moving

iu

jducate

society.

a Copyirt

HOW TO
help reduce foreign trade

lower inflation,
strengthen the dollar,
deficits,

South African blacks,
them on democratic principles and free

decrease unemployment,
improve the environment,
increase national security,
help people through hard
winters and

national leader.

ndards)

a blasemaierialis-

carbon-copy re-n
door neighbor's.

market economics, a generation of black^polif
Western ideals could rise in South Africa.
Afrikaner minds much r

We must

guilty

continue melting

littedboring

offer, say.

the U.S. go.

will

arm of

apply them
sanctions would hurt the countries trying to
more than the South Africans.
We must shift out policy from threat to persuasion. The
South African government knows that, in the long run, its
apartheid policies are doomed. We can help them set a timeOne of the South African
table-but we must be realistic.
governmen s greatest fears is that, if open elections were held
Marxist would gain popular ppeal. We
fire-breathing
If

y

the direction of a truly demo-

United Nations is constantly threatening economic sanctions
against South Africa; should we go along with them? I feel
ould t
listake for the U.S. Sanctioi
this would be s
old pre
enforceable; the minerals and
duced by South Africa are crucial to the world economy.
Since South Africa could always find desperate, illicit buyers,

100 scholarships

all

Africa
in

bloody political upheavals in Ghana, Congo,
Nigeria' and Chad have proven that a ruling government does
the country an injustice when it gives up power too quickly.
We should re-assess our wish that South Africa hold one-man.
Historic anci

could help here.

slack-

for their

stop blasting South Africa's poor (by our
human ngnts record, while ignoring the truly
est of Africa. The South
is howling of hypocritical
also

SAVE

Third World countries, but we are; we believe that "if everyone
(especially OPEC) says something, it must be true." To make
rational judgements about South Africa, we must examine
government using the world for a general perspective, and
its
Africa for particular. By those standards, South Africa stands
eminently respectable. Oney when we compare it to a handful

MONEY?
Simple

r

SAVE
ENERGY!

light.

South Africa has

far greater potential,

though. Their govern
markably courageous,
40% of the gasoline

oduced from South African coal),
h Africans that a genuine democracy
not only acceptable, but preferable; burdens of guilt,

•

nd resentment will be removed from the minds of all
:ens, and the country will blossom forth in true greatness.
oppressed man once said: "I may be held down in the
,

but the man holding me down is in the gutter, too."
convince the Afrikaners that as long as apartheid
they are in the gutter, as well. But we can't do it by

ist

r

threats.

&

San Francisco.

California

November
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MusicaA Red

Ars
by Shannon Johnston

quarians.

The

second
event
of
1980-81
Concert
Series was presented on Friday,
October 17 in Guerry AuditorSewanee's

The sound they pro-

to the ear, even to the ears of
the several Charlie Daniels and

to hear these "historical curiosities" played with command

and control. What

is

mentalists.

dividually

It's

The

basic.

well

and good

control of their

in

successful

Wend

and balance of the several and
diverse
sounds
cannot
be
assumed on the basis of the
musicality
and
technical
abilities
g

of the individuals conthe group.
r group
overshadowed

of

the others. The musicians obviously respected each other,

used

ularly

nd

obtrusi

As

ment

iuccessful

the

apologetically,

and

this

ally

unsupporting manner.

is

ARS

in a dull

and actu-

MUSICA'S

itself.

Stylistically,

to control,

technique and

quality. Unless a performer is truly a master of his
the most horrid
brays and squawks will find

ult,

almest

part

derstood as a unified instru-

the
difficult

in fingering

instruments

and were concerned with ARS
MUSICA being heard and un-

in this perfoi

>mely

both

within the orchestra.
certainly an impressive
point was the realization of the
continuous parts, i.e., the continuous bass running throughout a piece in the large strings
(cello and violone) with supporting chords, indicating the
harmonic movement' of the
piece, being improvised on the
harpischord.
This is a dying
and undervalued art, the importance of which is not appreciated by the average lis-

There

de-

The

evidenced

And

modern day perfor

solescence.

stressed in order

sound

of

ef-

other

monstrated quite capably that

instruments which
placed because of

when

fective

blocks

more, the

members of ARS MUSICA

and were especially

well,

when groups of instruments
had some interplay with each

opies of such

both
works of Bach and
Handel and lesser played pieces
by minor composers.
Seldom does one have the
opportunity to hear such an assemblage of original instrumentation in live performance, and
it was Sewanee's good fortune

H.

nationally
mastery of the:

nto

<

;

nly effective and
the
in

mthencity fo
performance

practices

allowing the music to

a full and rich
satisfying
the
more
ear's natural expecta-

sound,

trained
tions . of

Baroque

movement,
performances

were
impressauthentic without being
oppressively so.
Dotted rhy-

The

ately

orchestra

upholding
the

common

The program
with

of this period, were not always
convincing (one of the few minor flaws of the evening's
per-

MILLIONS OF PEOPLE

a

in

the

p

itself

begain

work by Georg Muf-

fat. After a rather lalhargic beginning (it was primarily here
that the vitality and precision
required to bring off
the dotted rhythmns fell short)

IN

sented

some

solos

insistent

interplay

be-

tween two individual violins,
answered by the oboes. The
work concluded with a brisk
Allegro-a really good tempo,
never allowed to drag and
pushed to the end.

cundo

fioowed,

which

Bach's

No.

Brandenberg Concerto
Spotlighted

5.

in

this

was
flute

instrumetns- violin,

harpsichord.
and
(wooden)
Throughout the work, the vio-

It

Rein

sichord

harmonic support adn
contrapunta
rich

.

markably

applomb.

:byi
ntly

composer, Jan Dismas
Zeienka, opened the second
haof of the program. Entitled
Hipocondria of a Concerti, the
work was somewhat brooding,

ciitng

lines

f

Concertos,
beautifully

the
„,,.,

by

harpischordist

following the suggestion of the

Crawford.

most

Penelope
Her approach was

fitting to the

music- a la
cadenza; to give the impression

pocondria," but also included

more expassages.

.

THE WORLD GO HUNGRY EVERYDAY

WORLD HARVEST

money

the

i

Brandenberg
was played

contemporary meaning of "hi-

or part of a day and donate your food

,

played by the other. The
harpischord
really
has
its
moment in the first movement, being given an extended
fantasia-like solo, very full and
bold harmonically and highly
contrapuntal,
i.e.
consisting
of two or more simultaneously
sounding melodic lines. This
solo is easliy one of the most

Czech

interrupting,
troverted and lively

smooth
up

taking

aptly

playing, carrying off
the crisp and insistent dotted
rhythmns of the a tempo

some

with
lines,

occasionally getting into the
conversation with the others.
The playing among these con-

stylish

guisto with

the other, usually
imitation, with the harptinkling
along
in

answering

nplel

with a tambourin and drum.)
of the more vital playing
was in evidence here, but the
courtly
refinement was always preserved.
One of the two true masterpieces on the program, G. F.
Handel's Concerto Grosso; Op.
6, No., 1 then followed to
close
the first half of the
concert.
Here, especially in
the strong
and lively first

Some

NOV 20
all

dif-

greatest masterpieces of the
entire Baroque period, J. S.

YOU CAN HELP

Give up eating for

handled

nicely

considerable

Undoubtedly, the highlight
of the program was one of the

successful
the

some
of

ficulty.

Biagio Marini's Balletto Se-

harmonic

especially

sequential

which included fine solos for
the oboes in beautifully balanced harmony, leading to

realiza-

ively

played.

Treat

Concerto

duced was refined and pleasing

ium. Playing to a near capacity
house, the Baroque orchestra
ARS MUSICA delighted its
audience
with
authoritative
performances (on antique in-

known

this

1980

6,

to

Oxfam-America

the international agency that funds self-help development
projects in the poorest areas of Asia, Africa and Latin America.

CONTACT:
Oxfam-America 302 Columbus Avenue, Boston, Massachusetts
02116, (617)247-3304
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Ars,
instruments themselves and the
difficulty in controlling them.
(They are also very sensi-

of improvisation, ana tnus she
was flexible with the tempo,
making most effective use of
retards to accent the extensive
chromaticism and harmonic logic of this stunning
solo.

It

was

certainty

tive to any change in temperature and moisture, even that

this
unevenness of intonation was actually only a

managed to achieve a
tenderness
taining

here

an

air

are major factors in the freshness and vitaility of their performances, and age and ex
pericen will provide for even
more insightful artistry.

Use the energy you need. But be sure
you use serves you

well.

If it

the energy

doesn't, its wasted.

money wasted.

It's

SAVE
ENERGY

800-

that the
j

WASTED MONEY

performing group. Certainly
much youth and enthusiasm

was less imit could have
been, particulary in the beautyful passages leaping descending
to the sixth in an ornamental
fashion.
This is, however,
a matter of personal taste.
With the third movement,
the entire orchestra is brought
in for a well accomplished dialogue with the concertino instruments. Indeed it was with
this conversational aspect, the
answered by anothei
orchestra was most
in
this work.
T!
throughout the cone
brisk, but were
k<

IS

ARS MUSICA

members of
are
are present under 25 years of
age, and none over 35, they
should have a long and very
productive career as a major

soloists
certain

while mainof
dignity

but perhaps it
passioned than

control
This
joyable
every point of

WASTED ENERGY

r consideration, and even
> a small price to pay
such
combined
mastery and authenticity. Considering the fact taht several

for

i

entirely for the concertino instrumetns, resulting in an conversational
trio,
again very

smoothly played. The

you'd like to increase your bank principal,
try operating by this principle.

instrumetna.)

ttie

But

an

impassioned and pwoerful rendition of a remarkable moment

The middle

(I

from the hands during the use
of

We'll all

243-5075

tempo

be the

richer for

it.

Save the
Children,

thorougly en-

*.j
If intonquestionable,
t often was, or even offensive,
s it was _in a couple of posts,
t must be ascribed
to the naure
of
the
antique

emed

Westport, Connecticut

06880

Ride The Miller Express
To

Sewanee

See

vs.

Basketball

Georgia Tech

Game

inAtlanta

Dec. 2- the Tuesday After Thanksgiving

^*Vv

Cost:

Includes:

$19.50 per person

-Greyhound Bus
from the game

-

Ticket to

* unlimited

Sign-up and payments
due by Friday, Nov. 21,
at Gailor

Service to and

game
refreshments provided by

Miller Beer

and your campus representative.

cfiuMhfbeer
since

1855

Wear your
Sewanee

Contact: Erling

fiiis

For More Information
598-0941

SPO 846

Buttonsl

Come Support the Tigers and Ha ve a
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Successf
The

Soccer
Wins

Hockey

Girl's

ul

hockey team, des

field

a shortage of uninjured
players, stuck cut the season
pite

remarkably, well with a 4

-

3

record.

The team spent mid-term
break in Kentucky playing
Transylvania and Berea colThe game with Transleges.
ylvania did little for the team's
morale since the opponents did
not play well - yet won the
game 4-0. A cold, steady
finished out the game
extreme pain from a knee inHowever, right inner
McSpadden
merely
Sally
looked bewildered when Mc-

Coke

i

jury.

Spadden

stole the ball, actually
tried to avoid her after she sent
half of another girl's stick
flying
across the field in a

struggle

The
the
vith

f

The
made by Cynda
McSpadden, and

with goals
Cavin, Sally

Mary

Willis

Willis.

Goals!
The soccer team
ay not score six goals a game,
we have achieved all but
overall goal for the 1980^

it

me

ason, which

The

ond

offers scholarships to its playThe last goal will have

™„ this, anc
intheC.A.C.

The season record stands at
8 wins, 2 losses, and 3 ties as a
of a strong defense,
which has given up only 18
goals, and a more potent offense than past years.
The
offense has scored 29 goals in
these 13 games - Eddie McKiethen with 14 goals and
result

Shaun Gormley

SOC White Water

Trip

led this vie-

All Canoeing Photos

played

a
total
of three positions,
giving up her right wing position to fill in for center half

.

goal was success in the TISA.
Picked to finish seventh out
we finished
of eight teams;
second to Tusculum, which

-Annie Thrower

weekend, the Tigers

Last

match
of the si ate tournament witl
lot of
nthusiasm.
We th.
oughly lutplayed Bryan Col
I

back Annabel Wood - also
from knee injuries and then replacing center forward Cynda Cavin who left the
suffering

the second half with

in

field

lege,

and

won on

the

ley.

Clemmer
Atlanta

In

the

previous

weekend
the
team played
Agnes Scott, Vanderbilt, and
Georgia Field Hockey Club.

The

Aggies

feated

5

-

Cynda Cavin,
Kathleen

K

were easily dewith goats by
Sally
""

The w

Field.

McSpadde:
r

Vanderbilt

was somethi
Neither tear
opposing goal

trapped the
between her feet, calling
for
ialty flick - the equivalent to a foul shot in baskel
ball.
Cynda Cavin took the
flick and, though this rather

formidable goalie took up most
of the area in the goal cage,
sent the ball into an empty
corner and scored for Sewanee.
Sewanee's loss to the Georgia
Hockey Club did not go on the

made up
game

a goal just

half, scored by Mc
Kiethen and assisted by G.
The defense led by Robert

fore

held

on

until

the

final whistle.

In the final

game we

travel-

Tusculum and played
one of our worst games of the
led

year.

to

As

a

result

we

lost

by

four goals.
The goalkeeper,
Chris Miller had let only 3
goals get by him in the past
seven games.
This game also
broke an eight game unbeaten
ar's

become
team
in

team has already

Sewanee

history,

thanks mostly to excellent
coaching
bv
Rick
Jones.
iCoach Jones was voted Coachof-the-Year
the second

e

T.I.S.A.,
his

of college graduates

THIS BUD'S

a battle for the ticket t
regionals - to Vanderbilt.
A
-

FOR YOU

SEWANEE

though goalie Sara Coke wa

Hospitality

Shop

Trey Bryant

n
MICHELOB.

FLOWERLAND

MICHELOB.

Budweiser.

For your party

COMPLETE FLORAL NEEDS

i

needs...

FREE DELTVERIES
TO THE MOUNTAIN
in.

T.nn.

Phoiu- 96776(12

Phone 598-0932
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Obeer
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Crackdown

.con't.fromp.3

position

the initiates and manslaughter charges against
of one
Thankfully no such inof the club involved.
the head
cident has occurred here at Sewanee, but the thought
of a Sewanee student serving time on a manslaughter
him
dread.
The
charge
understandably
fills
with
University
could also conceivably be charged with, at
of

negligence
and sued by concerned parents.
Seiters has met with the leaders of the four societies
He
together with Dr. Leonard and Bill Lacy, an EMT.
impress upon them the dangers inherent
has
tried
to
rites.
This
sort
of
"educational
their' initiation
in
Seiters,
has characterized
the
approach,"
according
to

the

least,

attempts
up till now.
However, he
warnings and exhortations have not
now, then he is "absolutely going to
involving "the immediate and irrevocof any club continuing it present rites.
able dissolution
The students, both in and out of drinking clubs, do
not see eye to eye with the Administration.
(Do they
ever see eye to eye with the Administration.)
According
Don Olmstead, Prime Minister of the Wellingto
the
club's
official
position
one of
tons,
drinking
is
wholehearted
support
for
and
compliance
with
the
Administration's
that

feels

had any
pursue"

guidelines

by

course

set

down by Dean

though,

cret,

the

guidelines.

quarrels

are

with

displeasure
with

this

interprets ion

the

the

who

students

while

recently

denying

that

Hock ey
from

con't.

received

a

bid,

but has noy yet been initiated, expressed these sentiments: "Personally,
don't feel the initiation is entirely
right,
but
dislike
being a half-member so to speak,
and hate being totd what to do. This would never happen at a
I

on

Kate Belknap was

crotchet.,

I

I

state university.

he battle lines seem to be drawn. Seiters feels that when a
student accepts Sewanee for four years, he automatically
accepts its unique restrictions and obligations, which often
differ from a state -supported school. He feels that he has come
to the end of his rope on the question of drinking-club
initiations and will act unhesitatingly should the need arise.
Students, on the other hand, resent the intrusion on their
1

The drinking clubs are somewhat reluctant to
abandon a ritual which has never caused anyone any real
harm.
The medical profession, represented by Doctors Leonard and
Hopkins have, according to Dean Seiters, constantly pressured
the Administration to do something about the patients who roll
into their emergency room with a toxic overdose of alcohol in
their systems. The official position of the clubs is one of
acceptance, with a hope that a compromise can be made. The
unofficial position seems to be one of waiting. Will it blow

14

p.

torced to stand on the sidelines
able to return to the Held after
a month of knee recuperation.
Cynda Cavin made a goal in the
second half tying the 6core 1-1,
but Vanderbilt scored two'
goals toward the end of the
game, ending Sewanee's season.

private lives.

accord?

be ignored?;
There were no
it

waited. They are

will
fall

CANCER
CAN BE BEAT.
American J
Cancer Society %

the societies change of their own
drinking club initiations: people

waiting.

still

be modified

the

If

of

over?; will

Seit

members'

the

of

major

His

ruling.

of

the

if

effect

a

One

Icohol or a reasonis
an acceptable amount of
amount of time?
He points out that "a large
the
amount" is too open to interpretation
and leaves
Adminsitration able to disqualify any amount by rul-

what
able

ing

it

promise

His hope, he has said, is that a comreached which will satisfy the Admin-

too great.
can be

istration's

damaging

desire

safety

for

continuity

the

of

a

since the late '40's or early '50's.
Other students are not so

without
substantially
ritual
which has existed
politic

in

their

concern

the
Dean's wishes.
Says one junior member of
Highlanders, "I really don't see what right he has to inwith
club not supported by the University
terfere
a
taken.
all.
And it's not as if precautions aren't
at
ritThere is a very serious attitude toward the whole
for

ual."
others see this ruling as a dangerous preceStill
They feel that student
dent for the University to set.
"Administrative
meddling in
priacceptance
of
such
vate
student affairs"
(to
use
one sophomore's words)
in
the
future.
lead
other
"infringements"
could
to
Their objection is one of principle, and they state it
as

such,

often

expressing

a

personal

belief

in

the

rec-

Prom Night °"'"™^
iy

who winds up

singer

tone

half

Third in line is The Sailor
Who Fell from Grace With the
Sea, a 1976 mess in which Kris
Kristofferson and Sarah Miles

(whose monumentally bad

rulinity

Miles'

,

act-

while Ms.

yo jng son watches them
e through a hole in

make lo
the bedn

om
of

wall.

Add

to that

schoolboys

who

als

of the

to get out.

Prom Night does not make

a

flat.

to the heights of inanity achieved by the above t

For
thin
quence that actually works. A
chase through the darkened
school manages to generate
some suspense and gets something more than derisive laughter out of the audience. More
damaging, however,
is
the
film's derivativeness. Say what
you may. Plan Nine, Liszlomania, ana The Sailor etc., along
with such other epics as Myra

Breckenridge,

should have to deal with

It's Alive (1974.
gem about man-eating babies^
The Story of Mankind
(1957, with Hedy Lamarr as
Joan of Arc, Harpo Marx as
Sir Isaac Newton, and other

a
i

and

lifetime (when Kristofferst
ship first pulls into port

atrocities), are, at least, originals.

feature

like

stolen
Klute,
Fever,

thb

probably make
tune by letting pi

with

STEAK & PIZZA
HOUSE

™

Prom
Trom

Night, with bits
Carrie,
Psycho,
and Saturday Night
should come equipped
footnotes at the bottom

No

s

!

plag-

confined to good Films.
point the killer at-

i

At one

tempts to get the driver of a
moving car in a sequence that's
lifted from The Town that
Dreaded Sundown, a destably

quickie

drive-in

sadistic

of a

few years back. Prom Night's
most obvious source Is Halloween, both for plot and directorial style. Like John Carpenter, director of that film. The
Fog, and the excellent television movie Someone is Watching Me, Paul Lynch employs
endless tracking shots and subjective camera angles in an effort to give the audience a few
feeble frissons. What's curious

about Prom Night's imitative ness is the fact that its source,
Halloween, is itself derivative,
Carpenter being an imitator of
Brian
DePalma, director of
Carrie, The Fury, and Dressed
And, of course, Deto Kill.
Palma is an ardent admirer of
Alfred Hitchcock, whose Psycho started the whole crazed-

cycle way
1960 (Hitchcock has

killer-on-the-loose

-.-.—SIER

back

sources in the

German

sili

it

enough

.logy

STEAK ROOM OPENS DAILY AT 4:30 p.m.
PIZZA ROOM OPENS DAILY AT 10:30 a.m. 6 Days a Weekl
NOON BUFFET NOW SERVED Monday-Friday 1 1 a.m.-2 p.m.

in

own

his

Hammer's

is «

Hitch-

tha>

like

DePalma to Carpenter to Lynch, gives a new
meaning to the phrase "lines

on the square
in

SENIORS INTERESTED

BANQUET

FACILITIES AVAILABLE

Reservations 967-t

1

1

Winchester

IN

AN MBA

Qualified Seniors,

CLOSED SUNDAY

leadership

in

major,

dergraduate

roles

management,

in

are

any unseeking
business

encouraged

to investigate the opportunities

Nina Helvenston,

WINCHESTER
AVIATION, INC.
PRIMARY FLIGHT TRAINING
STORAGE AND MAINTENANCE
TWO MECHANICS AVAILABLE
FUEL-100 OCTANE

Aff ilate

Broker

open

them

to

University.

Matthews
Realty
& Auction Co.
Why not live, work & play on Sewanee Mountain?
Lovely homes, large and small,

estates,

choice bluff

at

Vanderbilt

Write:

Office of

Admission, Room 601, Owen
Graduate School of Management, Vanderbilt University,
Nashville,

TN 37203

JERRY'S FOOD
in

MARKET

MoMeagle

end wooded acreage
Land, lots of land for investment, building

We sell beer

or ranching

on Sunday
Cut fresh meat

"We
Call

sell

Sewanee... All over America"

598 -5832.. .or Webbs, 598-0400
967-7185

to order
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When You Come to

the Mountain Think

of...

1"

O]

July

TRADITIONAL SOUTHERN

FOODS
PREPARED FRESH DAILY
COJU.D* (fc|r)<}l<l-2Zfc6

SWOPS FERTURED AT

THE TCP DING POST
Sprri+s

*

SPECIALIZING IN SMOKED COUNTR Y HAM,

Urns and

Viliajt

BISCUITS, CATFISH, BAR-B-Q, VEGETABLES,

Shop/se

CHARCOAL—BROILED STEAKS,
A LARGE SALAD BAR FEATURING
OVER 20 ITEMS
AND FINE SOUTHERN HOSPITALITY!
OUR HEARTH ROOM WILL ACCOMMODATE
100PEOPLEFOR PRIVATE GATHERINGS

Couwrru "Boy
Antique Shop

Old
Soc/a.

lume
Shop

Trddina Post
"$ hop

Griff

JIM OLIVER'S FAMOUS SMOKED

COUNTRY HAMS AND MEATS

Big Daddy's

Pizza & Game

Room
OPEN NIGHTLY AT
(Formerly
Call

Billy's

5:00 P.M.
Hut)

924-9902

For Carry-Out

& Delivery

PARTIES AND REUNIONS

ENTERTAINMENT
OpenNightly

Now

booking Reservations for private
Big Dadv's can accommodate

parties.

up to 160 people.

Excellent menu offood catered by the Smoke House
Restaurant and/or Big Daddy's' pizza.
can arrange the music. Also, Disco

fered,

on,

the "Strip"

in

Monteagle

We

or Live Band.

Fantastic Light

Show.

For More Information and Reservations
Jim or James David Oliver,
Restaurant, Monteagle
942-2268.
contact

ive

Big

Daddy's Disco

Discount
Good any

Coupon

9 p.m.- la.m.

I

g

lig

for any of these nights

Coupon and Student

I.D.

CHECK OUT OUR NEW MENU ITEMS AT
BIG DADDY'S

Nov.7&8

Fried Mushrooms, Egg Rolls, Stuffed
Potatoes, Steak Fries w/Skins, Big Daddy's
Cadillac Club Sandwich, Big Daddy's Pizza

Daddy's Disco

$1.00 OFF.

REGULAR ADMISSION CHARGES
with this

Long Distance

Friday or Saturday Night

.

i

Band

Smoke House

Nov.

14

&

Nov-

21

&

15

22

Burger, Imported Beer, Drink Mixers &
Set-Ups, and Much, Much More.
Big Daddy's Is Out To Get Your Business

Us Suggestions If You Would
To Have Us Serve Something
You & Others Would Like To

Please Give

Like

Eat Or Drink.

